


when i got my arp2600, i decided i needed a good book about programming the machine. so i went to the library, found devarahi and used the copy machine to get my own copy.years later, i wanted to have the guide in pdf format, but that was nowhere to be found. to make matters worse, the book is out of print and sells second hand for ridiculous prices. on top of that, it appears to be stolen from the library. but i have a hardcopy!so i scanned the hardcopy in 300dpi and in the process i changed most black and white synthesizer pictures to colour pictures i found on the internet.enjoy.























this correction was done by somebody else. it was already in the book, so i left it.



































































































































































































































































































































the book contained an error here. it showed the Synthi AKS "suitcase synthesizer", but the text said "VCS-3".i decided to show the picture of the VCS-3.



the book shows an enormous intimidating picture of a E-mu tower.i could not find a colour version, so here's an E-mu with a few storeys less.



i actually found colour pictures of both of these machines on the internet, but the resolution quality was too bad.





















i scanned the patch sheet from the original one i got with my arp 2600. i also added the numbers in color. these are used in the experiments in the next pages.



as a tribute to history, i decided to show a picture of the 'blue meanie' version of the arp2600. the black-and-orange version can already be seen on the bottom-right of the frontpage.



































































click on the experiment to jump to the page
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